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What is Core Medical Group?
CoreMedical Group is a leading healthcare staffing and recruiting agency located in Manchester,
New Hampshire. Core is an industry leader in the recruitment and placement of nursing, allied
health, and locum tenens professionals. We recruit the country’s finest registered nurses, physical
and occupational therapists, speech language pathologists, respiratory therapists, physicians, and
medical management professionals for placement in hospitals and healthcare facilities across the U.S.
Business NH Magazine named us one of the Top 100 Private Companies in New Hampshire,
and Staffing Industry Analysts have consistently named CoreMedical Group one of the Largest
Healthcare Staffing Firms and one of the Largest Travel Nursing Staffing Firms in the U.S.

WHO

Who works at CoreMedical Group?
CoreMedical Group is always looking for high-energy, driven team members who are ready to
work hard and play hard. From our healthcare recruiting staff to our quality assurance and housing
teams, our goal is to help medical professionals find their dream jobs and to help companies find
the right talent.
With more than 25 years in the industry, our team brings a wealth of experience, talent, and
knowledge to mentor our new staff. Whether you have experience as a healthcare recruiter or
want to make a difference in the lives of healthcare professionals through an administrative or
customer service role, we are looking for you!and a comprehensive benefits package. Did we
mention that every employee has the chance to win an all-inclusive, all-expenses-paid vacation?
Earn a spot on our annual Club CoreMed trip and enjoy a free vacation on us!
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Why is CoreMedical Group great?

HOW

How do I get started?

Our mission to Connect People, Improve Lives, and Give Back is a key aspect of everything we do
at CoreMedical Group. Here you will find a friendly and exciting office environment, recognition
for your hard work and dedication, and lots of opportunities to give back to our local and national
communities. We love watching the Core family grow and thrive, which is why we have health and
wellness initiatives, competitive salaries, and a comprehensive benefits package. Did we mention
that every employee has the chance to win an all-inclusive, all-expenses-paid vacation? Earn a spot
on our annual Club CoreMed trip and enjoy a free vacation on us!

Are you interested in joining our healthcare recruiters and support staff in a career where
you are valued? Want to help find and place medical professionals in their ideal careers
while advancing your own? If so, please contact our Talent Acquisition Executive at
800-995-CORE (2673), or email DreamJobs@CoreCorporateStaffing.com.
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Want to learn more?

Click the chapters below to access our blogs that go into more detail
about starting a career with CoreMedical! You can also click the
button below to return to the interactive guide on our website.
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Contact us today!
Start a career with CoreMedical Group by
contacting our Talent Acquisition Executive
at 800-995-CORE (2673), or email
DreamJobs@CoreCorporateStaffing.com.
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Ready to start a career
with CoreMedical?
Click below to view job openings at CoreMedical Group.

VIEW JOB OPENINGS
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